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Abstract
In this research, the comparison study of intraorganelle nanoporation and ion uptake of osteoblast and tumor cells
has been studied under the influences of specific programmable of picopulse generator and specific microchip. By using
the MATLAB and COMSOL, the difference in responses of the normal and tumor cells for a given input picopulse are
elucidated. A comparison of the induced intraorganelle potential, current, pressure, surface tension, pore density and ion
uptake of the tumor cells against normal cells have been studied and it is shown that nearly 40% increase of nanoporation
is observed in the tumor cell compared to the normal cell for a dedicated picopulse in 3D advanced micro chip and it is
control by external user and the threshold pulse duration is 10-12 and 10-15 for normal cell and cancer cell respectively.

Keywords: Picoseconds pulsed electric field (psPEF); Hybrid
microchip; Osteoblast cell; Intraorganelle nanoporation; Cancer cell
Introduction
Nanoporation and bio-electric effect on cancer cells exposed to
a specific pulse are the advanced applications in medical treatments,
especially for cancer treatment [1]. The effectiveness of the cancer
treatment depends on specification of electric pulse and the
conductivities and relative permittivities of the cell. But till now
the information regarding the pore formation and ion uptake on
intraorganelle for cancer cell are limited. Cancer is a specific type of
disease, where cells are grown non-uniformly and divide without
respect to normal limits. It also destroys the adjacent cell and spreads
to the other location of the body [1]. A number of techniques are
implemented to destroy the cancer cell but all these processes have
number of side effects and they are most costly. The upcoming
treatment is the use of electrical pulse-mediated chemotherapy using
the electroporation concept, known as Electrochemotherapy (ECT)
[2]. Exposing tumor cells to electric field causes buildup of charges in
the cell membrane and consequently a change in the transmembrane
potential of the cell [3]. For low electric fields, this causes voltage
gating of the protein channels in the cell membrane. With increasing
electric field, induced transmembrane voltages on the order of 1V
form electropores on tumour cell membranes. It is believed that the
pore formation generates large openings in membrane accounting for
transfer of large molecules across the tumor cell membrane. The most
important parameters for effective electroporation are the electrical
field strength and length of time the field is applied [4]. A large variety
of other parameters can influence the efficacy of electroporation, such
as the shape of the electrical pulse, polarity, size of target cells, and
thermal conditions during and after the pulse, as well as other cellular
and environmental factors. The uptake of molecules depends also
on molecular size, applied electrical field and other physicochemical
properties [5]. Among them the charges accumulate at the plasma
membrane of a biological cell when a voltage pulse is applied to it, and
the induced potential across the membrane is increased [6]. Electric
field strengths of suitable magnitudes and durations cause molecules
and molecular organizations such as biological cell membranes to
undergo structural rearrangements. So it is necessary to study the
electric field distribution of different electrode configurations [7].
Whether the applied input is ac or dc, when the applied electric field is
of such a magnitude to induce a membrane voltage of about 0.5-1 V, the
membrane becomes permeable to macro and xeno molecules to which
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it would be impermeable [8]. The application of electric pulse on cancer
cell explores the possibilities of introduced the specific drugs through
the membrane but due to the rigidness of intraorganelle layer of cancer
cell, the drugs cannot successfully penetrate the complete cell. In this
respect the nanopulse is more effected [9].
In this context, a nanopulse generator with intensities between 20
and 150 kV/cm has been developed that provides a new important
investigation field. Different works have been reported about the
effects on animal cells of these kinds of pulses, commonly named as
nanosecond pulsed electric fields (nsPEF). More precisely, it has been
shown that the gene electrotransfection efficiency can be improved by
nsPEF exposure, also called as nanoporation, and that disturbances on
the cell membrane could be sufficient to render it permeable to small
molecules, such as propidium iodide [10] . Beyond their potential
effects on the cell membrane, these nsPEF show a great interest because
they also offer the possibility to disturb the intra cellular structures
and functions [11]. But due to the rigid and non-uniform intra cellular
structure of osteoblast cell, it was the challenge to the scientist. In this
context we are able to overcome the limitation by 3D multilayer micro
biochip under the influences of short duration pico electric field [12].
Now we focus on the nanoporation of bone cancer cell and in this
research paper the comparative study on intraorganelle nanoporation
among the normal osteoblast cell and cancer cell placed in a hybrid
microchip under the influences of controllable pico pulse generator
has been thoroughly discussed and remarkable observations are found,
which could provide more light to the bone cancer treatment. In the
first part of this paper, the microchip design and dimension is discussed
whereas in remaining part comparative study among the cancer cell
and normal osteoblast cell is explained.
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Materials and Method
Design consideration of the microchip
To determine the layout of the electrodes, it is necessary to estimate the
forces acting on the particle of interest, cells, at different locations within
the device. At each point the di-electro-phoresis (DEP) force must be
sufficient to overcome the drag force, which varies with the velocity and is
therefore connected to the channel geometry [13]. If we consider our cells
as spherical particles with radius r, placed in an environment with absolute
permittivity εm, and a applied electric field E with a ∇E field gradient,
than the DEP force acting on a particle will be as per this literature the
=
DEP force= F 2* π * r 3 * Re [ k ] * ∇E 2 where Re[k] is the real part of
òp −εm
polarized factor that is defined as K =
. εp and εm are the complex
ε p + 2ε m
permittivity of the particle and the medium respectively [14]. The complex
permittivity for a dielectric material is defined as its permittivity 𝜀 and
conductivity 𝛿 at an applied electrical field (E) with an angular frequency
of 𝜔. It can be observed that one condition for force generation is that the
permittivity of the medium and particle must be different [15]. To generate
the DEP force for cell manipulation an AC voltage with a frequency of 1
kHz to 100 GHz must be applied to the electrodes so that an electric field
and its gradient can be generated. From the above equation it is known
that the DEP force is proportional to the gradient of the square of electric
field, which is determined by the geometry of electrodes and the insulator.
In the proposed microchip the presented the electrode arrangement was
developed to maximize the electric field while minimizing the electrical
dead volumes such that the DEP force [16]. It is always sufficient
to overcome Stokes’ force and concentrate the cells at a relative low
actuation voltage, and minimizing fluidic dead volumes. This is a unique
requirement for the design described since the electrode geometry also
defines the fluidic geometry. To estimate the electric field generated, in
the combine non-uniform triangular, rectangular and semi-circular type
electrodes are analyzed using the COMSOL software and the Figure 1
shows the electrode configurations with the maximum electric field and
its gradient generated by combine electrode configurations. On the other
hand the microchip is designed in such a way that the pulsed electric
field is absorbed and dissipated mainly in the biological medium placed
between the electrodes within which cells to be treated are flowed. To do so,
impedance matching is necessary between the generator, the transmission
line and the nanoporation biochip considering the frequency spectrum of
the applied pulses (typically 0–300 GHz); the electrical biochip behavior
is mainly determined by the properties of the medium flowing within the

Figure 1: Graphical view of electrical potential distribution with respect to
height of the bi metallic electrode.
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micro fluidic channel. It can be explained by a parallel CG model, where C
and G represent respectively the conductance and the capacitance of the
biological medium. The capacitance and conductance are represented as
hL
hL and
where ε0 and εr represent respectively the
C = ε 0ε r
C = ε 0ε r
d permittivity of the biological solution, d
d and the relative
conductivity
corresponds to the gap between the electrodes containing the medium,
h is the thickness of the micro channel and L the length of electrode in
contact with the medium into the channel [15]. The impedance Z of this
model has to be matched to the impedance of psPEF generator in order to
deliver a maximum of energy to the biological medium, avoid reflections
of the nsPEF backwards to the generator, avoid temporal distortions of the
d
applied psPEF. The numerical equation of impedance is Z =
A (δ + jε 0ε rω )

Where A=L × h represent the area of the electrical current density.
Considering the conductivity (σ=1 S/m) and the relative permittivity
(εr=80) of the used biological media, a transition frequency appears as
δ
f =
and according to specified value Z=100 Ω and frequency is
2πε 0ε r
near about 330 GHz [15].

Design specification of 3D hybrid microchip
Figure 1 depicts the potential distribution with the proposed 3D
microchip where we find the non-uniform distribution of potential and
intra cellular organelle also effect by this field. At pole θ=90° and θ=270°
maximum potential are exposed which is similar as our numerical
result. And complete electrical potential distribution within the 3D
hybrid microchip where cell is affected through the whole channel. It
also shows the graphical view of electrical potential distribution with
respect to height of the bi metallic electrode within the 3D hybrid
microchip. It explore that the center part (300-600) μm of the chip holds
the maximum uniform potential where the nanopores are generated at
the intraorganelle. Figure 1(b) shows the graphical view of polarization
with respect to height of the bi metallic electrode within the 3D hybrid
microchip which helps us to find out the maximum polarization area
of nanopores. Maximum velocity excreted at the center of the chip,
it affects the ion uptake of intra cellular unit of the rigid cell. All the
information exposed in COMSOL simulation is as similar as numerical
and experimental values of intraorganelle nanoporation of multilayer
dense osteoblast cell.
Figure 2 shows the design parameter of microchip and the design
values as given in Table 1.
The optimization value of pulse duration, interval and intensity for

Figure 2: Design views of complete the 3D hybrid microchip.
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Devices

Chip

Parameter

Value

Unit

Length

2300

µm

Height

100

µm

Width

900

µm

Inlet

10

µm

Outlet

10

µm

Length

1000

µm

Width

900

µm

Height

100

µm

Inter electrode gap

Micro
Electrode

Micro channel (Bi-lateral)

µm

Central part

50

µm

Medial part

150

µm

Lateral part

250

µm

Material

Au, Bi

µm

Length

2300

µm

Width

250

µm

Height

100

µm

Table 1: Dimension of microchip.
Parameter

conductivity
(S/m)

Relative
permittivity
Geometry
parameter
(µm)

Constant
parameters

Cell parameters

Osteoblast

Cancer cell

Extracellular medium (σe)

10 × 10-3

10 × 10-3

Cell membrane (σm)

1.2 × 10

9.1e-6

Cell cytoplasm (σc)

-7

0.039 s

0.48

Nuclear membrane (σn)

10 × 10-1

4.4e-3

Nuclear cytoplasm (σn)

0.08 s

1.07

Extracellular medium (εe)

80

80.0

Cell membrane (εm)

22

9.8

Cell cytoplasm (εc)

93

60.0

Nuclear membrane (εn)

22

60.3

Nuclear cytoplasm (εn)

93

120

Cell radius (rc)
Cell membrane thickness (d)

12 µm

5.2

0.006 µm

0.007

Nuclear radius (rn)

6 µm

4.4

N0

1*109

1*109

D

5*10-14

5*10-14

K

1.38065*10-23

1.38065*10-23

T

300

300

β

1.4*10-19

1.4*10-19

γ

1.8*10-11

1.8*10-11

Fmax

0.7*10-9

0.7*10-9

1*10

1*10-6

σ

-6

Results and Discussion
This part of our study dedicated to comparative study of
intraorganelle nanoporations among the osteoblast cell and bone
cancer cell placed in the integrated 3D hybrid microchip whose
specifications are described in 5.3 and the synchronization among the
COMSOL simulation, MATLAB numerical analysis and experimental
observation. As we already explore the COMSOL simulation and
experimental observations so remaining contribution are completed
through the graphical representation of MATLAB simulations. This part
evaluates the comparative study of different factors of the intraorganelle
nanoporation of a dense osteoblast cell and cancer cell.

Intraorganelle potential
The Figure 3 shows the comparative study of intraorganelle potential
of osteoblast cell and cancer cell. It is observed that intraorganelle potential
is exposed only when the pulse intensity & width are in picoscale range for
normal osteoblast cell but in cancer cell it is above picoscale. In all cases
the potential value is gradually decreases until the nanopores are generated
and once the nanopores are generated, the potential starts to increase. The
TMP has a sharper decrement at the poles (θ=0 and θ=360) It also exposed
that the negative TMP is obtained at pole 0 to 89 and 271 to 360 due to
the charging of membrane capacitor & positive voltage is obtained at poles
90 to 270 due to discharging. It is also reflects that for cancer cell the pole
position of positive and negative are as same as normal osteoblast cell but
amplitude is lower than previous cell due to the different chemical structure
of the cell, reverse dielectric property and due to the higher elasticity of
normal cell and presence of residual voltage.
In case of cancer cell nature of the graph is same as compare to
normal cell but to activate the cell it required pico scale pulse for
osteoblast cell and above pico scale for cancer cell and also potential
value is less for cancer cell. It reflects that in same electric field the
intraorganelle is more perforated which allows the maximum drug can
be introduced in minimum effort. It shows that possibility of making
the intraorganelle voltage greater than threshold voltage needs higher
external voltage (near about 1.2 v) for intraorganelle pore generations.
Nature of normal cell is more rigid than cancer cell and it also reveals
that due to low rate of change of changing and discharging voltage the
value of intraorganelle capacitive and resistive value of cancer cell is
low, which reflects that the ion exchange possibilities and effect of rest

Table 2: Values for constants and parameters used in the simulations.

Numerical simulation
In this study, above equations are solved numerically to find the
electric potential developed in outer and inner membrane to investigate
the creation of nanopores on the cell membrane. The MATLAB 7.2
and COMSOL 4.3a, commercial package was used in the numerical
simulations. In order to discrete the solution domain, unstructured
meshes were applied. The solution domain was broken into small
meshes to allow meshes to fully cover the solution domain without
overlapping.

Used parameter
Values for constants and parameters used in the simulations [16]
are given in Table 2.
Biochem Physiol
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Cancer cell
Osteoblast cell

200
150

intraorganelle potential--------->

maximum efficient nanoporations are 5 ps 5 µs and 1 volts respectively.
The complete dimension of the micro electrode and microchip &
suspension media are explored in the Table 1.

Comparison of cancer cell and osteo cell

250

100
50
0
-50
-100
-150
-200
-250
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100
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200
250
angle-------->

300
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Figure 3: Evaluation of the intra organelle potential of an osteoblast cell and
cancer cell.
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potential is high. The results also reflect that rest potential of cancer cell
has greater influences on intraorganelle potential. It prevents the ion
exchange through the intraorganelle pores.

Intraorganelle pressure
It is shown in Figure 4 that the minimum and maximum value
of osteoblast cell and cancer cell are located at the same polarity but
maximum difference is observed in their numerical value. It reflects
that the intraorganelle portion of cancer cell is more rigid than normal
bone cell and easily changes its shape in irregular pattern. In our
previous research it is explore that developed pressure can be changed
by optimizing the applied pulse, changing the specification of microchip
and the nature of suspension media for both cell.

Intraorganelle surface tension
As developed pressure and surface tension are directly related to
each other, the nature of curves is same as shown in Figure 5. Figure
7

6

5 also supports that intraorganelle of cancer cell is more rigid than
normal cell.

Intraorganelle pore current
Figure 6 depicts the variation of intraorganelle pore current for
normal and cancer cell. The result explores that zero current is obtained
at the poles (θ=90 and 270) for both cells. The pore current of cancer cell
is greater during the pole θ=0-89 and θ=271–360. But during θ=91-269
pore current of normal osteoblast cell is higher compair to cancer cell.
In this case pore current gradually decreases until the nanopores are
generated and once the nanopores are generated, the above parameters
start to increase.

Intraorganelle pore radius
Figure 7 depicts the variation of intraorganelle pore radius of
osteoblast and cancer cell. In case of pore radius the pulse specifications
have an acceptable effect because the requirement of pulse duration is
10-15 and 10-17 for normal cell and cancer cell respectable. Although, the

Comparison of cancer cell and osteo cell

x 10

20

Cancer cell
Osteoblast cell

7

Cancer cell
Osteoblast cell

6

intraorganelle pore current--------->

intraorganelle pressure--------->

5

Comparison of cancer cell and osteo cell
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4

3

2

5
4
3
2
1

1
0

0

0

50

100

150

200
250
angle-------->

300

350

Figure 4: Evaluation of the intra organelle pressure of an osteoblast cell and
cancer cell.
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Comparison of cancer cell and osteo cell

x 10

Cancer cell
Osteoblast cell

0.9

intra organelle pore radius--------->

intraorganelle surfacetension--------->

50

-7

1

Cancer cell
Osteoblast cell

0.2

0

Figure 6: Evaluation of the intra organelle pore current of an osteoblast cell
and cancer cell.
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Figure 5: Evaluation of the intra organelle surface tension of an osteoblast cell
and cancer cell.
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Figure 7: Evaluation of the intra organelle pore radius of an osteoblast cell
and cancer cell.
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maximum pore radius locate at the pole (θ=100 and 250) for all cell. It
also exposed that the intraorganelle pore radius of cancer cell is greater
than normal cell. The results reflect that intraorganelle of cancer cell is
more flexible and having low elasticity compare to normal cell. If we
control the specification of microchip as well as pulse then pore can be
generated into the intraorganelle and it becomes more permeable than
normal cell.

Intraorganelle pore density
Figure 8 depicts the variation of intraorganelle pore density of
osteoblast and cancer cell. In case of pore density the pulse specifications
have an acceptable effect because the requirement of pulse duration is
10-15 and 10-17 for normal cell and cancer cell respectively. Although,
the maximum pore density locate at the pole (θ=100 and 250) for all
cell. It also exposed that the intraorganelle pore density of cancer cell
is greater than normal cell. The results reflect that if we control the
15

15

Cancer cell
Osteoblast cell

poredensity--------->

Intraorganelle ion uptake
Figure 9 depicts the variation of intraorganelle ion uptake of
osteoblast and cancer cell. In case of ion uptake, the pulse specifications
have an acceptable affect same as pore density. Although, the maximum
pore density locate at the pole (θ=100 and 250) for all cell. It also
exposed that the value of intraorganelle ion uptake is high for cancer
cell. This result depicts that more drug can be introduced compare
to normal cell. It also assigned that ion uptake of cancer cell is more
controllable than normal cell with the help of specified microchip and
pulse contribution which is designed.

Conclusion
The comparative study of intraorganelle nanoporation among
osteoblast cell and bone cancer cell is carried under the influence
of smart control picopulse generator in 3D hybrid microchip. The
outcomes of the study are as follows.

Comparison of cancer cell and osteo cell

x 10

specification of microchip as well as pulse then intraorganelle becomes
more permeable than normal cell. This information provides a new idea
about drug delivery system and cancer treatment.

I.

Developed intraorganelle potential, pressure, surface tension as
well as pore current of cancer cell is lower whereas pore density
and radius are larger than normal osteoblast cell under 1 v DC
short pulse so cancer cell requires high amplitude electric pulse
to achieve its threshold voltages. It is found that the tumor
cells showed lower intraorganelle potential and pore current
compared to the normal cell. These results demonstrate the
susceptibility of cancer cells to the electric field application
and the relative robustness of the normal cells, illustrating the
enhanced efficacy of the electro chemotherapy using lower drug
doses. The electric field and polarity analysis results can be used
for assessing effective treatment parameters of tumor cells. The
electrical characteristics of intraorganelle, such as the surface
tension, pressure and pore density also govern the response due
to pulse specification, electrode geometry and material, micro
channel dimension as well as nature of suspension media.

II.

It is controlled by external user and the threshold pulse duration
is 10-12 s and 10-15 s for normal cell and cancer cell respectively.

III.

Pico electric field able to penetrate the intraorganelle membrane
of cancer cell.

IV.

It is shown that nearly 40% increase of nanoporation is observed
in the tumor cell compared to the normal cell for a dedicated
pico pulse in 3D advanced micro chip.
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Figure 8: Evaluation of the intra organelle pore density of an osteoblast cell
and cancer cell.
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It is exposed that the electrical characterization of intraorganelle
nanoporation among the normal and tumour cell are different because
of abnormal structure of cancer cell.
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Figure 9: Evaluation of the intra organelle ion uptake of an osteoblast cell and
cancer cell.
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In this research paper, it is found that parameter value of
intraorganelle nanoporation such as potential, current, pressure,
surface tension and pore density of cancer cell are non-uniform and
lower than osteoblast cell which concludes that the cancer cells have
no control of cell membrane transport and proliferation mechanisms
as well as DNA activity, protein synthesis, and aerobic energy
production. Since cancer cells cannot maintain a normal membrane
potential, they will have electronic functions that will make repair and
the re-establishment of normal metabolic functions. Therefore, a key
therapeutic method for cell repair and cancer treatment would be to reestablish a healthy membrane potential in the body’s cells. Our results
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indicate that optimization of applied pulse, micro electrode, dimension
of microchip and suspension media can control the intraorganelle
nanoporative activity and ion uptake used for drug delivery system in
effective treatment of bone cancer cell and also prevent side effect of
chemotherapy.

7. Ellappan P, Sundararajan R (2005) A simulation study of the electrical model of
a biological cell. J Electrostat 63: 297-307.
8. Krishnaswamy P, Kuthi A, Vernier PT, Gundersen MA (2007) Compact
sub-nanosecond pulse generator using avalanche transistors for cell
electroperturbation studies. IEEE Trans Dielect Elec 14: 873–877.
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